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Quasars are distant as-
tronomical objects which
radiate light in both the
visible and radio spectra.

Normally, quasar light
reaches Earth relatively un-
obstructed, as shown in A.

If a suitably large mass
were between a quasar and
the Earth, two images of
the quasar would be seen,
one on either side of the
galaxy, as shown in B.

If there is more than one
large gravitational mass in
the vicinity of the lensing
system, the bending will
not be symmetric. In the
case of MG2016 + 112, the
gravitational lens recently
discovered (see article), the
bending pattern is assym-
metric, but only one lens-
ing galaxy is visible. The
researchers suggest there is
some dark matter, which
emits no radiation and is
thus invisible, near the gal-
axy, causing the additional
bending (see C).

Simson L. Garfinkel
__r-.,.USi I ,r-- ,L ,4

What the gravitational lens does:
I . ; I

E

Uj 1-6 arc seconds

An intervening galaxy can Dark matter can further bend
Unobstrulcted quasar light split the quasar light into two split light into an asymmet-
reaches Earth as one beam. bear er ical pattern.

Tecn araDhic by Slmson L Garfinkel
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to prepare
By Burt S. Kaliski

Departments, laboratories, and
other operating areas of the Insti-
t.ute are preparing detailed re-
ports of their present activities,
specific plans for next year, and
general goals for the following
four years, according to Provost
Francis E. Low.

The plans, called five-year re-
ports, will provide "a detailed
understanding of where each de-
partment thinks it's going," he
said.

Twouff -banks b:
AB s- Ine

'Being MIT, we will always be
surprsed by exciting new possi-
bilities ... which were not avail-
able at the time of the plans," he
said. Project Athena, for exam-
ple, began after the School of
Engineering started its planning
process.

A five-year report is "not a rig-
id document which forces a spe-
cific future on us," Low said.

MIT will not make public any
of the initial reports, as "they
contain a fair amount of confi-

o install

dential information," including
salary information and assess-
ments of programs, Low said.
Priorities for each school, howev-
er, will be made public.

The reason the Institute is'pre-.
paring the plans, Low said, "is
not specifically the budget prob-
lem." MIT is in the second year
of an $1I million cut in its sup-
port budget.

Preparing the plans, instead, _! 
"is a valuable exercise for every-
body to thaink throurgh,' he said.

The reports will be used to de- m A:
termnine budget cuts. but "with
difficulty," he said. The academic
budget will probably remains ap- F rA 9 "iV;0%/.$k ·"·4.
proximately constant, but that is ; v ̂- 
"in effect a cut."

The $11 million bupdget cuit has ·
not affected the normal annaul _ i
salary increases, Low said. Those Tech photo by David Green
Increases more than offset the Boston's first major snowstorm of the new year
cut, and raise the real budget for arrived last night, and forecasters predicted 6 to 12
the support areas. inches would blanket the area by morning.

(Please turn to page 7_

Researchers find gravitational lens

Building 10
is a possibility of expanding those

st and hours in the future "if it seems
,on wigl advisable."
achines The banks are not "overly con-
IT Ca- cerned" about the security of the
0. The machines, said Robert E. Lee
con as '58, MIT investment accounting
-ed, ac- officer, but- MIT is concerned
Uilip J. about the security of those using

them.
ated in MIT's agreement with the
! office banks stipulates that they will not
il. The advertise these machines to the
e staff general public, according to Lee.
be dis- While the Infinite Corridor
stitute "seems to be a public place,' Lee
gestion said, "at two in the morning on
Ceohan Saturday it's deserted" and peo-

ple using the machines could then
anuary be vulnerable. He said MIT may
more not legally prevent outsiders from

-en-ter using the AT.Ms, but that they
le pro- will not be encouraged to do so.
har be- The choice of banks was not
-urity. difficult, Lee said, The possibili-
, avoid ties were limited to those banks
imiting which already have ATMs at lo-
to the cations other than their offices
and 5 because, he said, 'we didn't want
d there (please turn to page 7)

ires activities

By Janice M. Eisen
BayBank Harvard Tru!

the Shawmut Bankk of Bosti
install automatic teller ma
(ATMs) opposite the MI
shier's Office in Building 1
installation will begin as si
the room has been renovate
cording to Comptroller Pb
Keohan.

The machines will be loc;
room 10-186, formerly the
of the Educational Counci
room will also hold so=
offices, and paychecks will
tributed there. The Ins
hopes this will reduce conj
in the Cashier's Office, K
said.

BayBank proposed in J;
1982 to install one or
ATMs in the Student C
basement. MIT rejected th
posal in June of that ye
cause of concern about see

Present plans attempt to
the security problem by Ii
the machines' operation 
hours between 9 a.m.,
p.m., although Keohan sais

M IT requl

The quasar has several unique
properties. Among these are a
very large redshift (an astronorni-
cal measure of distance), ex-
tremely narrow emission lines,
and emissions in both the optical
and radio spectra.

Discovery Unique

Also unique to MG2016+ 112
is the way in which it was discov-
ered. All other known grav-
itational lensing systems were dis-
covered accidentally.
MG2016 + 112 was discovered
after a careful, planned search of
a thousand radios sources.

The researchers began with a
survey of approximately one
thousand quasar-like objects.
They then selected radio sources
which resembled lensing systems,
then isolated the objects with
optical counterparts. This low-
ered the number of sources to
"40 or 50 possibles. Six of them
looked really promising," said
Burke.

The researchers then examined
these remaining sources to deter-
mine whether two or more ob-

(Please turn to page 2)

By Simson L. Garfinkel
Researchers at MIT, the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology
(Caltech), and Princeton Univer-
sity have discovered a new gravi-
tational lens in space.

The discovery was made by
physicists Bernard F. Burke '50,
Jacqueline N. Hewitt G. and
Charles L. Bennett a of MIT,
working with Charles R. Law-
rence of MIT and Caltech, Donal
P. Schneider and Maarten
Schmidt of Caltech, and Edwin
L. Turner '71 and James E.
Gunn of Princeton.

Gravitational lenses are objects
in space, such as black holes or
galaxies, which bend light due to
their huge masses (see box).
While only five gravitational
lenses have been found, they are
of great significance to the astro-
physical community.

Triple radio source
MGCi2016+ 112, the lensing system
discovered, appears to consist of
two astronomical objects: a very
distant quasar and a closer, but
still very distant, galaxy which
splits and bends the light emitted
by the quasar.

By Burt S. Kaliski
The Institute is asking student

rganizations which pay students
) report those payments, accord-
ig to Stephen D. Immerman,
;sistant dean for student affs.
The organizations operate
nder MIT's tax umbrella,
,empting them from social secu-
ty taxes and other fees. Their
yrolls, Immerman said, are
nce legally MIT funds, and the
stitute must report them.
'MIT should have been includ-
g information about income
d expenses about student or-
nizations" on Internal Revenue
rvice forms 990 and 990T,
merman said. The forms are
'd by non-profit organizations.
kllowing the Student Employ-
nt Office to maintain the pay-
1 is the "most convenient"
thod to satisfy the federal
uirement, he said.
reporting of payroll "was
riooked by all parties," said
eph J. Casarano Jr., director
nternal audit. "We were delin-
nt in that respect."
tudent organizations, he said,
> coming on board, and we
helping them with their pro-
ires. We have a legal require-

,t and-we can't not perform
.r that legal requirement."
asarano annd Immerman both

the emphasis on reporting
-oll is not a -result of the
at waiving of a requirement
student organizations pay an
loyee benefit fee.
irley M. McBay, dean for
ent affairs, had mentioned

reporting of payroll in a Nov. 29
memorandum which announced
the exemption of the fee.

"Student activities operate
under the umbrella of MIT and
must therefore meet certain legal
requirements with respect to fi-
nancial accountability," her letter
states.

Casarano said discussion of re-
porting payroll "started before
the employee benefit issue ever
came about," referring to an ini-
tial meeting last spring.

Immerman confirmed the audit
division held "a meeting early on
with all the grease of the fourth
floor" to discuss reporting pay-
roll.

"The Tech is the only one that
hasn't done it yet," Immerman
said, but added, "I don't thinlk
we want to force anyone to do
anything."

Should a student organization
refluse io report its payroll to the
Institute, he said, "I don't know
what we'd do. ... The assump-
tion is that people are more rea-
sonable than that."

A student organization "would
have to set itself up as a separate
corporation" to leave the MIT
tax umbrella, Casarano said.

"There are tremendous penal-
ties associated with not report-
ing," he said. "They go as high
as $500" for each student organi-
zation whose payroll is omitted,
he said.

The penalties are "one thing
the Institute obviously does not
want to be caught with.'

(not to scale)
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The Tech Publication Schedul
for IAP '84

The remaining issues of IAP will be on
the Wednesdays January 18, January 26,
and February 1. Regular Tuesday-Friday
publication will resume on February 7.
The deadline for advertising during IAP
is 5PM on Monday before each Wednes-
day issue.
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SINGLES WITH
ADVANCE:D DEGREES- BI
In Professional Academic or Research Careers (8P.A.R&.)

Sunday January 15, wine and ssify
cheese party with live chamber mu- EWES
sic, 4:30-7 pm at One Longfellow THEiRMALS
Place, Boston. Admission $8-11.

AN INTERLOCK FABRIC OF
TGIF Parties every Friday at WORWD SPUNYARN
Charles River Park Tennis Club
Lounge, 35 Lomasney Way, Boston sc00; Nwts-3a R VW YPO K ANM
6-8:30 pm. Admission $3-6.

Write: S.BP.A.R.C Box 8354 Boston, 02114
or call S67-0810 (leave address)

(Continued from page 1)
jects in the source grouping had
the same spectrum and thus the
same composition. The theory is
that if the light from one quasar
is being split in two, then it will
appear that two objects in a clus-
ter have the same spectrum, indi-
cating the presence of a gravita-
tional lens.

From the spectrum, the red-
shift of the object can be deter-
mined. As light-emitting objects
recede from the observer, the
emitted light shifts to longer and
longer wavelengths. This process
is called redshift because blue
light is shifted towards the longer
red wavelengths. The amount of
shift-is proportional to the-speed
at whlichl the object is receding.

IBecause the universe is expand-
ing, the farther away an object is,
the faster it is receding. If two
objects ill close proximity in
space are observed to have the
samne'spectrum. and the same red-
-shift, then astrophysicists assume
they are two images of the.-same
object. This splitting in two is
evidence of the existence of a
gravitational lens.

Spectrum Uniique

One of the unique characteris-
tics of MG2016 +112 is the ex-
treme narrowness of its spectral
lines. The researchers, while call-
ing the' object a quasar, suggest

that it may represent a previously
unknown class of astronomical
objects.

In their report of the discovery-
in the January 6 issue 'of Science
magazine, the researchers suggest
that the gravitational- lens may be
magnifying the quasar's light in
addition to bending it. According
to the report, it is quite possible
that the two quasar images ir-
MG2016+112 would not be visi-
ble without the lensing caused by
the associate galaxy. This would
explain why this object is visible
when other objects with such
large red shifts are not visible.

Models developed at-Princeton
University by Turner and -Gunn
indicate that between two and
five quasars in every thousand
will be lensedi and that the great-
est number of lensed objects
found will have redshifts between
I and 2, Burke said. The models
rely on basic assumptions about
the amount and distribution of
mass in the Universe which will
be substantiated if the models are
confrned by observation.

Possible Applications

Astrophysicists expect gravita-
tional lenses to be useful'in their
research,. For example-, the output
from a quasar is not steady. Since
the two paths of the split light
from the quasar may not have
the same length, variations in the

quasar's output may be. observed
at different times in the two imp
ages. This could make it possible
to calculate the exact distance
from Earth of a lensed quasar,
said 'Burke.

Observations of the effects of
lenses may also make possible
better estimates of the age of the
universe and of the amount of
matter it contains.
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iing you the best possible quality. Bring in
or reprint negatives before 10 AM, we'll have
a afternoon. -

We take enough time to personally inspect every negative to make the proper corrections for -

color balance and density, and we make over those prints that don't bring out the best from
your negatives. rB |

The so-called one hour labs just don't have the time to do this. And the mass processors who .c<
do most of the drugstore and camera store work are running film through their giant machines ,,+ A , g

at up to 14,000 prints an hour. They don't have time for personal.inspection of anything! Ffibb |

Trust your film to PHOTOQUICK/CAMBRIDGE, and get the quality pictures you want. -W
I- 1 26 135(C41). Disc-overnight
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If you love fine writing, now you can
choose between two Precise Rolling Ball pens
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly you'll
wonder how we mode it possible.

Only The Precise ailows you to write beau-
tifully in either fine point or extra fine point.

The price? It's even Finer. Only $1.19 each.
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Tech photo by Simson L. Garfinkel
Jacqueline N. Hewitt G (left) and Physics Professor Bernard
F. Burke '50 (right) talk about the implications of the gravi-
tational lens which they helped discover.

Nor 6N

cordially invites you
to our Winter Rush Parties

Friday February 3.

8:00 p. m.

428 Memorial Drive

Questions: call 494-88-581494-0491

evenings'
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Unique gravitational lens found

NOW PILOT IS~

TVVO POINTS UP~~~~~~

on Thursday, February 2, and

PllIT PRECIS ROLLING BALl PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.
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PLUS FREE APPLE BONUS PACK WORTHWorld
Lebanon fighting continues - The death toll among US servicemen in

Lebanonroseto2589lastweekendastwoMarineswerekilledbysniperfire. In

a related story, Israeli Cabinet Secretary Dan Meridor said his government

continues to insist that Syrian troops withdraw from Lebanon simulta-

neouslY with those of Israel, or Israeli forces will not pull out.

South Africa ends Angola invasion - South Africabegan pulling its

troops out of Angola Sunday, leaving the South-West Africa People's Orga-

6ization (SWAPO) in disarray, with over I 000 ofits members in flight north-

d. South African officialsrejected Friday's UN Security Council resolu-

doncondemning the invasion.

Nation
lav sentenced ao prpison-IRita Lavelle, former Environmental

Protection Agency official, was sentenced Monday to six months in prison

a $ 1 0,000 fine after her conviction for perjury, filing a false sworn state-

ient, and obstructing a congressional investigation. Lavelle called her

prosecution "an unbelievable nightmare" and said she will appeal her

conviction.

xaco, Getty merge - Texaco Inc. announced Sunday the signing of a,

.9 billion merger agreement with Getty Oil Co. I fthe merger survives a le-

challenge threatened by Pennzoil Co., it will be the largest such deal in

story. Pennzoilhadannouncedan agreementlastweektobuy43 percentof

ettyOil.

Sports
altech 1, UCLA-Illinois 0 - DuringtheRoBse Bowl footballmatch be-

en UCLA and the Universityof Illinois on-Jan. l students from the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology (Caltech) used a remote-control device to al-

rthe scoreboard so that the names of the competing teams read " Caltech n

and "MIT." Unable to-overpower the hackers' transmitter, officials were

forcedto shutdownthescoreboardfortheremainderofthegame. (The final

scorewasUCLA45, Illinois9.)
Janirce M/. EisFnr
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AN EDWIARD S. FELDMAN PRODUCTION "HOT DOG... the movie"
swrts DAVID NAU GHTON- PATRICK HOUSER - TRACY N. SMITH -JOHN PATRICK REGER FRNMK KOPPhA L, SHANNON TWEED 6*Q

Pr~ CHRISTOPHER W. KNIGHT P,0 MIKE NMARVIN 0q PAUL G. RYAN AI PErER BERNSTEIN 
i Nt MIE MARVIW1N ED0WARD S. FELDMAN LwPETER MBARKE L
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Classfed Advertising in Thre Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. MusT be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20-
483; or PO Box 29, MOT Branch,
Cmbridge, MA 02139.

Electrical engineer, or student of
lectronics to build (and design)

signal generators, FM Modulators
and do some design work. Work at
home and on our time OK. Write
Ben Electric, PO Box 42678,
hiladelphia 19101.

TIC SA90 cassettes, factory
ealed, just $2.60 ea. Minimum-
rder is 10 tapes. To order send
ame and phone number to:

TAPES, PO Box 144, MIT Branch,
ambridge, MA 02139.

orszontal Gel Electroplhorgsss,
~Mini-Gel Boxes.

Plastic somewhat crazed during
manufacturing, however, still
completely functional, 50%
discounted from list price. Call
Larry 3-6408.

PIT Retrieve articles from College
.ibrary, $3.00/article plus
Vxpenses. Respond: Infoplosion
512 Sunderland Road, Teanecjk,
-.J. 07666.

TECHNICAL TYPING
REQUIREMAENTS??

.xxon Office Systems offers a
'ornplete line of word and
nformation processors for
Scientific and office automation
IPPlications. For more information
:all us at 275-5202.

)'StriBUrtg advertising materials on
olege camrpuses. 30 hours per
lonth. Need car. Write: College
,istributors, 33 Pebblewood Trail,
18pervil3e, IL 60540-

he MT Equipment Exchange
Iers surplus equipment and used
'Pewriterts to students and staff
t reasonable prices. Located in
Jilding iWsC30, 224 Albany Street.
pen Mon., Weds., Fri., 1 0 am -

ImiT~~~T
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01 995$1 ,349
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SNOW BUNNY
winter model.

SHOULDER PADS
For the dreaded Chinese downhill.

whatever that is.

SHORT-SLEEVE SHIRT
Pretend it's Hawaii and

you'll keep warm.

X Ad, ~REAR VIEW
MIR flMbROR

In case you want to
ski backwards.

E >7 A~~~LTIMETER
To tell how high you are.

S \ E X~PORTA CST
Personally autographed by

Jean Claude Kiley's
mother's plumber.

AF'S

THIRST-AID3 KIT -
For emergencies, I 
or any other time.

FUR-LINED GLOVES
100% imitation mink.

PILLOW Y
Even the great skiers
reed something to fall back on.

SIX-PACKs
When the thirst-aid kit runs dry.
Serve chiled. ,

SNOWBALL MOLD'
For size 'D" snowballs.

WNIE DWARMER
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To the Editor:
Simson L. Garfinkel's column

in the Dec. 2 edition of The Tech
entitled "Do not price out excel-
lence" was a very interesting
piece. In it, he discussed a pro-
posal for making it unnecessary
for MIT to continue to charge
the high tuition which it currently
dloes.

While I do not disagree with
his ideas, I do object strongly to
some statements at the opening
of the column. Their purpose
may have been simply to put the
reader in the author's frame of
mind, in preparation for the rest
of the article. However, I took
them at face value and quite seri-
ously. Specifically, I refer to one
sentence: "Those who do qualify
for loans or grants feel like beg-
gars, and students on work-study
are at a disadvantage because
they can not devote as much time
to their studies as their more af-
fluent peers."

From Mr. Garfinkel's point of
view, I must be a pretty miserable
person. Why? Because I hve ex-
perienced aN three of these insti-
tutions - loans, grants, and
work-study. From my point of
view, I'm enjoying the MIT ex-
perience and have nothing but
praise for the modes of financial
aid which have allowed me to at-
tennd MIT.

My work-study experience in
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the library system afforded. me a;
excellent opportunity to discove
the research resources available
at MIT. And, despite our "disad.
vantage," I know of no stud5
which has shown that students oi
work-study suffer from lowe
GCP's than the other students a
the Institute.

My loans have consisted o
Guaranteed Student Loans from
the Boston Five-a local Bostor
bank very willing to make educa
tional loans. Sure they're making
money and sure the loans have to
be paid back, but they're helping
to educate me. So how can I fee
any animosity toward them?

Finally, I have recieved grants
the last two years from MIT as
part of my financial aid package.
Since I'm from Texas, these
grants have come from a scholar-
ship fund endowed in 1960 by
Eugene and Margaret McDer-
mott (as in McDermott Court) to
help out students from the
Southwest in paying their costs at
MIT. Mrs. McDermott still
comes to Cambridge annually to
visit with 'her" students.

I hope, and I think the Finan-
cial Aid Office would also hope,
that students like myself who
must rely onl grants and loans to
get their college education don't
"feel like beggars." I certainly
don't.

John MI. Osborn '85

To the Editor:
Every day I must walk up and

down the infinite corridor ten
times, weaving in and out of stu-
dents, professors, secretaries and
visitors from every corner of the
world. I never get bored of
watching them zoom by. No two
MIT people are alike. The hall
walls are also great to look at.
What LSC movies will be play-
ing, what parties are being put
on, student reactions to political
controversies, and activities in
various clubs all decorate the wall
like wallpaper. Last week, how-
ever, as I walked down the corri-
dor for the second time that day
I saw a sign above an office door
that brought back immediate
memories. Thoat ominous sign
that every student had at one
point known well. The sign that
said "Admssions Office' stopped
me in my quick stride. I walked
into the office and sat down caum
ally watching prospective stu-
dents.

I remembered how I labored
countless hours to perfect my ap-
plicationls making sure that. every
side of my life was shown clearly
and to my benefit. I remember
putting on my finest clothing
when I visited schools and trying
to look good in front of anyone
havting anything to do with the
school. Was it worth it? Well, yes
I did get into MIT but now that I

look back I know it wasn't be-
cause I had a nice tie on.

Many high school seniors think
that if they don't get into their
first chokce school, they'll be un-
happy for the rest of their lives.
What is this great decision based
on anyway? What do these teen-
agers know about MIT or any
college for that matter besides
that it might have a good reputa-
tion, be in a nice location or that
the food stinks? I chose MIT or
a very different reason than what
I am experiencing. What senior
would ever think that MIT, "The-
Nerd School," would hold at
least five parties every night every
weekend of the year? How can a
senior know what kind of lectures
he likes if he doesn't even know
what a lecture is? If I didn't get
into MIT I would go somewhere
else and learn all new things I
didn't know about that school.
Every school has its advantages
and disadvantages. There is no
perfect school for anyone. A
school shapes to your needs and
you shape to its needs.

I got up and left the office. I
wished I could somehow tell
those applicants to relax and take
it as it comes, but I knew that the
tension was inevitable. It is the
first of many big transitions in a
student's life. What more things
were to come for me? In my next

transition, will I relax or will I go
about it the same way as I did a
high school senior? The situation
won't be any different. There are
so many things out there. How
can I grab one and call it mine
thinking nothing else will work
for me? An open mind will make
everything I do a success. The
flow of people then grabbed me
into its current as I proceeded to
my next class.

Stephen Hoenig '87

Advertised 'IAPro

activities noan-MV IT
To the Editor:

Despite the use of the term
"IAP," two programs advertised
in the Dec. 6 issue of The Tech
are not part of MIT's Indepen-
dent Activities Period program,
but rather programs run by out-
siders (in one case, a commercial
company, and in the other, an
unknown individual).

Mary Z. Enterline

Manager
Independen1t Activities Period
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Editor's note: The two non-MITl
sponsored activities were a speed
reading course and a project o
acoustical analysis.
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To the Editor:
If it is your intent, I would like

to thank The Tech for providing
such great comedy in the form of
recent articles by Mr. Simson L.
Garfinkel. I fear, however, that
Mr. Garfinkel actually believes
the rhetoric he has produced of
late. To remedy this situation, I
suggest that, just once, he try
thinking and writing at the same
time.

In all fairness, Mr. Garfinkel's
articles have bieeac-;ffightening.
Without them I would have never
realized that by accepting finan-
cial aid, I am a begger - I
thought I was just poor. He has
also helped me gain insight into
one of MIT's graduation require-
ments. After reading Mr. Garfin-
kel's articles in The Tech, I now

I

understand why the new Fresh-
man Writing Requiremnent is so
urgently necessary.

Mr. Garfinkel's series of arti-
cles on education at MIT (?)
seems to be based on the premise
that MIT, as it stands today, is
grossly mismanaged, inefficient,
and practically detrimental to an
education. I quote,

MIT should be teaching its
students three times faster
thann it currently is. MIT
students should remember
what they learn, in the.
smallest detail, forever.
Accompanying these
changes should be an in-
crease in the amount of
free, non-academic time, at
the disposal of every stu-
dent.
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These three sentences are suffi-
ciently ludicrous to make m)
point without further comment. I
am, however, disheartened tc
learn that The Tech is so desper
ate for contributors, that anyone
who is wiling to sit at a typewrit
er twice a week is automatically
elevated to the position of fea-
tured columnist.

As for Mr. Garfinnkel,.I can'
help wondering why, if he has at
the answers, he is at MIT now
instead of at his own school
learning the right way. Fear not
Americans, I'm sure another five
part series explaining this phe
nomenon will be forthcominj
from you-knaow-who.

Mark E. Thurston '8i

I

in making possible the atten-
dance at MlT of thousands of
young people who have not "felt
like beggars" - as he says they-
must.

Leonard V. Gallagher '54
Director

Student Financia' Aid Office

To the Editor:
I marvel at the inconsistencies

apparent in Simson L. Garfin-
kel's column in The Tech on Dec.
2. He calls for a unfree acadlemic
environment" and yet dictates
just what profit-oriented syllabus
will be imposed upon the teach-
ers of software subjects and what
motives will be adopted by the
faculties of the Sloan School and
the Visual Language Workshop.
He calls for the environment nec-
essary to support "aggressive
marketing" by MIT, but deplores
"chaining" students and profes-
sors with "monetary pressures!"
And he visualizes that the happy

result of this conversion of MIT
to "Megatech Enterprises, Inc."
will be a zero tuition rate forever-
more. I have to ask, what aggres-
sive marketer in his right mind is
geang to offer his principal prod-
uct line (a superb educational op-
portunity, in this case) at no cost,
just because (s~he has done well
at selling a sideline?

I offer the above remarks as an
individual, personal response.
The experience I have gained over
seventeen years in MIT's aid of-
fice compels me also to comment
that Garfinkel is way off base
when he disparages the strong
role that financial aid has played
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Here's a position with extra appeal for some one who is specialized in
Artificial Intelligence. it offers an opportunity to mature skills and build
professional recognition by demonstrating ability over a wide spectrum
of assignments.

Projects may be in manufacturing, design, science or other areas for
Research Center programs for the many divisions of United Technologies
Corporation or others. Thus, opportunities for wide exposure and early
recognition of abilities are materially above average.

You will be expected to provide technical and program leadership in
defining and implementing practical knowledge-based systems; research
state-of-the-art in Al as applied to specific areas; determine appropriate
software tools for Expert System implementation.

Education should include a MS or Ph.D degree in Computer Science
with significant course work in Artificial Intelligence, LISP programming
and knowledge representation. An advantage would be research experi-
ence focussed primarily in one or more Of the following areas: Expert
Systems, natural language interfaces or knowledge-based systems.

The Research Center has gained wide recognition for significant accom-
plishments both in pure science and R&D. This has resulted from an envi-
ronment tailored to the needs of scientific researchers, ample funding,
outstanding back up services and a scientifically oriented management.
Publication of Dacers is encouraaed.

To creative individuals, we offer an ideal growth environment. So send
your resume today to Mr. C. P Marcin at the United Technologies Research
Center, Silver Lane, East Hartford, CT. 06108.
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We feature GM cars
like this Olds Cutlass.

Special
0 2 nights lodging
0 2 days reserved all
0 Current model GM

sno;w tires and UJNI

Mountain Skei Areachairs lift tickets for Loon
National, complete with ski rack, radial

get you there and back in style

You pay for gas on this special package rafe, and return car to the renting
location. Rate is good from noon Friday until noon Monday, and is subject
to change without notice. Specific cars subject to availability.

reserve your skiliftAdvance reservations are
to Loon Mountain.

necessary, so call today and

TPrice per person will vary with number of persons in group.

I3 Dartmuth St. ~Boson 426830
1663 M achui letAveOCmbrle 661.8747
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PANTEN E GILLETTE
SMAMPOO, SETTING

LOTIONS AND
CONDITIONERS SHAVE CREAM

SPECIALS REGULAR

33-50% OFF 1 1 oz. $1.96

O)NE-A-DAY BAUSCH & LOMB
VITAMINS SENSITIVE EYES

with minerals SALINE SOLUTION

60's $3.50 8 oz. $2.20

MYLANTA CORICIDI N-D
ANTACI 5DANTI-GAS TAABLETS

LIQUID

12 oz. $2.29 12's $1.10

_er .

I EAN NATE HANKSCRAFT
CC0O MIST

SETS HUMIDIF'ER

30% OFF 1 gal. $10.85

Saturday, Jan. 21
The Boston Business and Profes-
sional Women's Club presents
Point/Counterpoint: the Cimi-
nal Justice System at the Westin
Hotel at Copley Place. Author
Shasta Alexander will debate at-

Announcements

February degree candidates who
have student-lloans administered- .
by MIT must schedule an exit in-
terview with the Bursar's Odfice,
Student Loan Department, room
E19-225, x3-3341. The office is
sending notices to those students
about repayment status.

The Department of Civil Engi-
neering will conduct a aUROP
Traineeship Program and will of-
fer tenl traineeships of $600 each
during the coming Spring Semes-
ter. For more infonnation, call
the Civil Engineering Undefgrad

;Center at x3-8011 or Professor

iHemond, x3-1637.

The Student Financial Aid Office

alerts students to the $1000 schol-

arship being offered by the Hiu-

guenot Society of America. The

scholarship is offered anually to

one student at MIT who is nomi-

nated by the Institute and is of
iverifiable Huguenot descent. Fozr

rmore information, contact the

Student Financial Aid office.e

Your M.I.aTs Community Drugstore
492-7790 238 Main Street

o Kenndall Square Cambridge, Mass
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Two bang
(Continuedfrom page 1)

to be a guinea pig." The only
three area banks with remote
ATMs are BayBanak, Shawmut,
and the Bank of Boston. The
Bank of Boston studied MIT's
proposal, then declined it, Keo-
han said.

Shawrnut and BayBank will
pay a small monthly fee to MIT
to cover rental of the space and
the cost of cooling required by
the ATMs. They are also sharing
in the cost of renovation. Each
will pay $19,000 toward an esti-
mated cost of $66,00, Keohan

Departmeni
prepare 5-y

(Continued from page IJ
The Institute, meanwhile, is re-

ducing support staff by not filling
vacant positions.

Each department, laboratory,
or operating area will report to
its representative on the Aca-
demic Council, Low said. Mem-
bers of academic- and research
areas will then report to Low,
while representatives of finance,
development and student affairs
will report to Senior Vice Presi-
dent William R. Dickson '57.

A planning group, consisting
of three deans and two vice presi-
dents, meets weekly to organize
the reports, Low said. The mem-
bers do not serve in their official
capacity, Low said.

lThe members are Dean of En-
gineering Gerald L. Wilson '61,
DIean of Science John M. Deutch

I

Listings
Student activities, administrative
offices, academic departments,
and other groups - both on and
off the MIT campus - can list
meetings, activities, and other
announcements in The Tech 's
"Notes" section. Send items of
interest (typed and double
spaced) via Institute mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, room
W20-483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139.'" Notes run on a
space-available basis only; prior-
ity is given to official Institute an-
nouncements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.
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want [the ATMs] to be a conve-
nience for the whole community."

Negotiations with the banks
began this summer. 'We had
hoped to be much further along
with this," Lee said, "but the
agreements took longer than an-
ticipated" because of MIT's secu-
rity concerns.

"Both Shawmut and Harvard
Trust. are very anxious to start,"

Keohan said. Renovation of the
room has begun, and he expects
construction to start "fairly
soon." Neither he nor Lee could
say when the machines will be-
come operational.

SUPER WAR OUALWE FiL

1HER LAIN
AVALABLE AT U

HARVARD SQUARE AND OTHER FINE STORES

said. He explained that the costs
were divided according to how
much of the renovation was
needed for the ATM installation
and how much for MIT's use.

MIT will not be earning money
from the installation, Keohan
said, but "we do consider it an
enlargement of services for the
community. . and over the long
run we hope it will relieve conges-
tion across the hall.' He empha-
sized that there will be no change
in the services provided by the
Cashier's Office. "They'll still
cash personal checks. ... We

ts, labs will
ear repor~to

I

wi OUR TWO-WEEK SPECIALS

ENDING JAN. 21

'61, Dean of Architecture and
Planning Jean P. de Mlonchaux,
vice President Constantine B. Si-
monides, and Dickson.

The Schools of Engineering
and Science have submitted plans
for two years now, while other
areas began in the current aca-
demic year.

The Institute probably has not
engaged in a similar planning
process in the past, Low said. A
lack of growth in research has
forced the planning, he said.

"There is a general feeling ...
that the mode of free expression
which we have had until the '8Os
... where every year research
predictions expanded," Low said.

"We can't live that way any
more, I think we are now in a pe-
riod ... where harder choices
have to be made."
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The way people react when
you tell them you're preginant

isn't important. The way you feel
about it is. So if you're pregnant
and not so sure you want to be,

talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help

you make the decision that's right
for you. General anesthesia

available. Cal! 738-6210.
Preterm. The most experienced
reproductive health care center

in the Northpast.

-pretenm
A licensed non-profit health care facility
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, NiA 02146
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO ESTABLISH
ADDITIONAL REMOTE SERVICE FACILITY

Notice is hereby given that the BayBank Harvard Trust,

Cambridge, Middlesex, Massachusetts has filed with the

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation its letter-application

to establish a remote service facility at 77 Massachusetts

Ave., Cambridge, Middlesex, Massachusetts,

Any persons wishing to comment on this application may file his or
her commJ,ents i.-L 'wsliting -with! the regional director of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation at its.regional office, 60 State
Street, 17th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts 02109, before processing
of the application has been completed. Processing will be complet-
ed no earlier than the 15th day following either the date of the last
equired publication or the date of receipt of the application by the

IC, whichever is later. The period may be extended by the re-
ional director for good cause. The nonconfidential portion of the
plication fle is available for inspection within one day following

request for such file. It may be inspected in the Corporation's
ional office during regular business hours. Photocopies of infor-

ation in the nonconfidential portion of the application file will be
ade available upon request. A schedule of charges for such copies

be obtained from the regional office.

IBayBank Harvard Trust
(Paid Adverisement) By Michael D. Hoimes, PResident
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